




National Association of 
Letter Carriers 

Dear Brothers and Sisters: 

America's letter carriers have had a long history-delivering the nation's 
mail for well over 200 years. And the National Association of Letter 
Carriers, founded in 1889, is one of this country's oldest unions. So I am 
extremely pleased that the NALC is bringing into the 21st century this 
history of letter carriers and their union-your union. 

Last revised in 1989 for NALC's Centennial Celebration, this story of letter 
carriers and their union breathes life, sharp and vibrant, into the past. 
This is only fitting, for what letter carriers enjoy today, and what the NALC 
is today, are gifts from other, earlier letter carriers who also worked and 
dreamed. 

So there is much to tell-of people and places, of good times and lean, 
of struggles and victories. But most of all, the pages that follow reveal a 
story of letter carriers joining together to fight to protect their jobs, their 
working conditions, their families-and nationwide postal service delivery, 
as important today as it was in 1889. 

Remember, this is your history-to learn from, to share in, and of course, 
to carry on. 

Sincerely, 

iLdhhd H 

William H. Young 
President 
National Association of Letter Carriers 

March 2006 
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INTRODUCTION 

T 
he first federal workers to organ- 
ize were skilled craftsmen work- 
ing in Navy shipyards and in the 
U.S. Government Printing Office. 

But postal workers were the first federal 
employees to join unions in great numbers, 
and among postal workers, the letter carriers 
were the first craft to form their own union. 
For letter carriers and others who toiled for 
the federal government, the struggle to 
form unions of their choosing followed a 
different path than that taken by workers in 
American industry, although the effort was 
equally spirited and intense. 

Letter carriers and their union, the 
National Association of Letter Carriers, 
have from the very beginning coped with 
a special employer, the United States 
Government. Many Americans believe that 
government workers owe their employer- 
ultimately the public-a degree of loyalty 
and obedience far beyond that owed by 
other workers. Government workers who 
agitate and especially those who strike are 
viewed as acting immorally if not illegally. 
As a result, letter carriers have sometimes 
been reluctant to antagonize either the 
public or the government by engaging 
in what might be considered extreme or 
radical behavior. 

Recognizing the public's views, the 
NALC has constantly juggled its members' 
aspirations against the forces of public and 
governmental reaction. This was especially 
true prior to 1971 when for the first time 
conditions of work were fixed by direct 
negotiations between the employer and 
employee rather than by law. Until that 
point, the union relied exclusively on finely 
honed weapons of lobbying and political 
action and developed unparalleled expert- 
ise in lobbying and the complexities of the 
legislative process to become one of the 
most powerful federal unions. Today, as a 
direct result of the illegal but unquestion- 
ably justifiable strike of 1970, collective 

bargaining has given the NALC a "second 
front" in their age-old struggle to improve 
letter carrier wages, benefits and working 
conditions. 

A second theme has also characterized 
the history of letter carriers and their 
union. From its very beginning, the union 
exhibited a great unity of purpose and 
method, generally avoiding the factional 
struggles that often divide organizations. 
This remarkable cohesiveness has been in 
part due to the nature of the letter carrier's 
job: all workers labored in the same craft 
and performed the same work. 

But what contributed mightily to their 
unity and solidarity from the very begin- 
ning was that carriers, although delivering 
mail in communities scattered across the 
United States, shared a common employer, 
the Post Office Department. In contrast, 
in late 19th century when the NALC was 
founded, industry was barely national in 
scope, and most workers organized locally 
to fight localized struggles. Consequently, 
unlike the NALC, many of the national 
unions were national in name only. 

Letter carriers have also always been 
proud to serve the American people. NALC 
President James C. Keller expressed this 
sentiment well in the early1900s: "We hold 
that he [the letter carrier] is not a messen- 
ger boy, but that he is an intelligent part 
and parcel of the social and industrial 
organization of this land of ours." 

Such pride, however, did not change the 
harsh realities of letter carriers' lives for, 
like other workers, letter carriers sold their 
labor to survive. And like other workers, 
they organized because of economic neces- 
sity and injustices on the job. The NALC, 
like other trade unions, is rooted in the 
workplace. So this is a history of letter carriers 
who worked to live-and of unionists who 
lived for their common ideals. 



THE EARLY DAYS OF THE REPUBLIC 
Let us bind these people together to us 
with a chain that can never be broken. 

GEORGE WASHINGTON 

w hen George Washington, our country's first president, spoke 
these words in 1782, he and other prominent figures of the time 
were seriously concerned about the fate of this fledgling nation. 
Many Americans worried that a democratic republic composed 

of thirteen states and a vast frontier covering over a million square miles would 
never survive: the United States was geographically too vast to govern; the cus- 
toms, opinions and laws of each state were too different; and each state jealously 
guarded its rights and powers. 

As Washington's remark suggests, he was acutely aware of America's precarious 
situation and saw the development of a national postal service as a way to bind 
Americans together into a unified nation. A nationwide postal system had existed 
since 1775-when the Second Continental Congress appointed Benjamin Franklin the 
first postmaster general-but by 1782, the operation of the post office provided little 
comfort to those Americans worried about their country's future. Stagecoaches and 
postriders were too unreliable, theft common, and postage rates too high. Postal leg- 
islation passed that year had given the central government control of both interstate 
and intrastate posts, but many citizens ignored the law. In fact, many Americans 
questioned the extent of the central government's postal power. 

But by 1794, Washington's wish was a reality. The Constitution of 1787 had granted 
Congress specific power "To establish Post Offices and Post Roads,'' and this authority 
was defined in 1792 when Congress approved comprehensive postal legislation. W o  
years later, in 1794, it officially established the Post Office as a permanent part of the 
federal government and authorized the appointment of this country's first letter carriers. 

CARRIERS IN A COMMON CAUSE a 1 



In these early days of the
Republic, America’s first letter
carriers received no salaries but
were permitted by Congress to
collect a fee of two cents for every
letter they delivered. Although
two cents was a considerable
amount of money in those days,
this fee did not guarantee letter
carriers a decent living wage.
Since the recipients of letters had
the option of accepting delivery
service or calling at the post office
to pick up their mail, most citi-
zens chose the latter. Delivery of
one’s mail was a luxury few peo-
ple could afford. Thus, the wages
of these pioneer letter carriers
were erratic at best.

The Spoils
System

To make matters worse, 
by the 1830s whatever
job security letter carriers

might have enjoyed was lost as
favoritism and partisanship
began to dominate their lives.

This started when Andrew
Jackson succeeded John Quincy
Adams as president after the 

bitter election campaign of 1828.
Once in office, Jackson found
himself surrounded by his ene-
mies—men Adams appointed
and who had actively and often
viciously campaigned against
him. Jackson’s response to this
situation was ruthless. He fla-
grantly replaced everybody—no
matter how qualified—with loyal
members of his own political
party. “To the victor belong the
spoils” became the rallying cry 
of his administration, and the
spoils system—rewarding the
party faithful with political
appointments—quickly became
entrenched in the federal gov-
ernment. In particular, it pervad-
ed the Post Office Department,
rippling downwards from the
postmaster general to individual
postmasters and then to postal
clerks and letter carriers.

Local post offices intertwined
with the local political machines
of the national party in power.
Letter carriers and post office
clerks acquired their jobs through
partisan ties and lost them when-
ever there was a local or national
change in party or even in faction.
So no matter how hard a letter

America’s first
letter carriers
received no
salaries but
were permitted
by Congress 
to collect a fee
of two cents 
for every letter
they delivered.
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carrier worked or how desperately
a letter carrier needed the job, a
change of administration meant
he was out on the streets—not
delivering the mail but looking
for another way to make a living.
In addition, for as long as the 
carrier held the job, he was
expected to be a campaign worker
first, a letter carrier second. If he
failed to live up to this expecta-
tion, his work load might be
increased, his pay reduced, or 
he would be fired.

The spoils system—capricious
and arbitrary at best—fostered a
kind of passivity among letter
carriers. Hired only for political
reasons and with the knowledge
that the job was temporary, letter
carriers generally were inclined
to accept inadequate wages and
poor working conditions, both of
which were determined by local
postmasters. An individual letter
carrier could improve his own
situation by becoming friendly
with the postmaster, but there
was little hope of carriers as a
whole wresting control over their
work-lives. This situation, how-
ever, was to change within a
short period of time.

1775-1862

Frederick W. Wolf was appoint-
ed a letter carrier in Troy, New
York in 1854 and served for 
54 years. At the time of his
appointment, carriers collected
two cents for each letter they
delivered. Since it was not
always convenient to collect on
delivery, Wolf would often mark
the amount due on the door 
or side of the house. A large
number of these houses were
destroyed in the fire of 1862
and since Wolf had no other
record of the money owed him,
he never recovered his money.
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THE MODERN ERA BEGINS 
he inauguration of free city delivery in 1863 marks the 
real beginning of the history of the modern letter carri- 
er and it indirectly marks the beginning of the history 
of the NALC. 

Free city delivery was a product of the Civil War: One bitter winter 
day in Cleveland, Ohio, a long line of citizens was anxiously waiting 
at the post office to see if there were any letters from husbands, 
relatives or friends fighting in the war. The assistant postmaster and 
window clerk, J. W. Briggs, was appalled at this sight. He felt the gov- 
ernment should accommodate its citizens better than he could on 
that cold day in Cleveland. So Briggs canvassed neighborhood gro- 
ceries to find out if mail could be brought to these stores, sorted by 
post office personnel and then delivered to the front doorsteps of 
patrons. Once he got the storekeepers' approval, Briggs marked out 
the first routes and delivered the mail himself. The Cleveland experi- 
ment was an instantaneous success, and shortly thereafter Congress 
passed legislation establishing free city delivery in every city with 
more than 50,000 people. 

A moment to be remembered: On July 1, 1863-the day the 
savage battle of Gettysburg began449 modern letter carriers began 
to walk the streets of 49 cities. One hundred and thirty-seven letter 
carriers delivered mail to the doors of patrons in New York City; 
three letter carriers delivered mail in Louisville, Kentucky; one 
letter carrier walked his route for the first time in Nashua, New 
Hampshire. The history of the modern letter carrier had begun. 
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Almost immediately, local associations
of letter carriers began to spring up in
cities across the country. A New York letter
carrier association was founded in 1863
and a Chicago association in 1870.
Originally organized as mutual benefit
societies and social clubs, these early let-
ter carrier associations quickly expanded
their roles. They began to seek improve-
ments in working conditions by enlisting
the aid of local politicians. For those prob-
lems that could not be resolved locally, 
letter carrier associations would elect or
appoint delegates and send them to
Washington, DC to lobby their senators
and representatives.

Although these early efforts to effect
change were isolated and localized, they
demonstrated letter carriers’ determina-
tion to improve their working conditions.
But carriers were bucking a spoils system
that was so deeply ingrained in the 
service that real change was impossible.
Furthermore, as the history of working
people reveals, isolated and local efforts
rarely move mountains. A national organi-
zation representing all letter carriers was
needed, but the spoils system stood in 
the way.

Carriers in a Common Cause 3 5

Keep At It

When your load is getting heavy
And the miles are “cussed” long,

When your patrons start a-crabbing
And the world is going wrong.

Just pucker up your whistle
In some half-forgotten song,

And keep at it!

When the catalogs are piling up
And loads of circulars come in,

When you’re plowing through
the snowdrifts—

Maybe wet through to the skin—
Just try and pull your mouth
Into the semblance of a grin,

And keep at it!

If you’re tired and discouraged
And you think, “I’ll jack it up—

This is not the job for me:
I have drained life’s bitter cup.”

Say! Some other jobs are harder
Than the postman’s—don’t give up!

And keep at it!

“Lucy”
Derry, New Hampshire

1863-1888
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An Obstacle
Removed

Aserious movement to reform
the spoils system did not
develop until after the Civil

War. It gathered strength during the
1870s and ironically benefitted from
the shooting of President James
Garfield on July 2, 1881, by what 
history books have long described as 
a “disappointed office seeker”—Charles
J. Guiteau. Immediately, reformers
argued that Garfield was a victim of the
spoils system: If there had been a prop-
er civil service system, there might not
have been a “disappointed office seek-
er” turned assassin. Garfield’s death on
September 19 elicited an intense
response from the public, which 
prodded the Congress into action.

This country’s first civil service law,
known as the Pendleton Act, was
passed by Congress in 1883, two years
after Garfield’s death. Among other
provisions, it specifically required 
letter carriers and post office clerks in
every post office with 50 or more
employees to take competitive exams
to qualify for their jobs. It also includ-
ed language which made their posi-
tions permanent. Although the law
excluded all postmasters and employ-
ees in the smaller post offices, approx-
imately half the postal workforce was
covered. So for the first time since
Andrew Jackson’s administration, 
letter carriers were hired because they
were qualified for their jobs—not
because they were members of a cer-
tain political party. Furthermore, these
same carriers could not legally be fired 
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The Postal Record, NALC’s official monthly journal, 
is slightly older than the union itself. First published in
1887 as a private enterprise by Alvin G. Brown of

Massachusetts, the Record was devoted chiefly to the 
concerns of letter carriers, but also carried material of 
interest to all postal workers.

John F. Victory, a letter carrier elected NALC national 
secretary at the 1890 convention, purchased The Postal Record
from Brown in 1891. A talented writer, Victory edited the 
magazine and built up its
subscribership during his
term of office. The NALC
bought The Postal Record
from Victory on December
1, 1893, acting on a resolu-
tion of the Kansas City,
Missouri convention that
year.

“Raffles” was the name
given by irreverent NALC
members to the drawing of
the rakish-looking postman
(above right) which
appeared on every cover
of The Postal Record for
31 years. Then, in August
1938, Editor Michael T.
Finnan came out with a
new cover. It was still the
same blue-gray color but
“Raffles” was replaced by
a drawing of a vigorous-
looking modern carrier.
“Son of Raffles” only last-
ed 41 consecutive issues,
replaced by photographs
starting in January 1942.

for political reasons. As a result of these
reforms, the high turnover among letter
carriers began to diminish, and a perma-
nent core of carriers with a stake in the
service developed.

The passage of the Pendleton Act had
another effect on letter carriers—less
obvious, but just as important. The rela-
tionship between Congress and letter 
carriers began to change. If letter carriers
could no longer be counted on to repre-
sent the political interests of senators and
representatives at home, why should the
Congress do anything for them? Congress’
interest in the welfare of letter carriers
quickly faded, and carriers found it neces-
sary to unite to protect their interests.
And now that letter carriers were no
longer dependent upon local and national
politicians for their jobs, their loyalties
shifted from the party and postmaster to
each other. The beginning of the end of
the spoils system fostered a community of
interests among letter carriers which had
never existed before. The stage was set for
organization.

Litmus Test
for the Future

Almost immediately after the
Pendleton Act went into effect in
1883, letter carriers in the New

York area banded together to obtain an
annual vacation law.

Officially, letter carriers were not
allowed vacations. They were supposed to
work 365 days per year, including
Sundays. The postmaster in New York City,
however, permitted his carriers to take ten
days of vacation per year, providing their
fellow workers agreed to cover the routes
of those on vacation. At the same time,
federal employees in Washington, DC,
including those working in the headquar-
ters of the Post Office Department, were
allowed 30 vacation days per year, a privi-
lege not extended to the employees of the
Washington, DC post office.

Carriers in a Common Cause 3 7
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Arithmetic

Question 1: A carrier makes 4 trips a day,
carrying 64 letters and 32 papers each trip.
The letters average in weight ¼ oz. each
and the papers 2 oz. each. How many
pounds of mail does he deliver in a day?
(16 oz. to the pound.)

Question 2: In an office employing 35 carri-
ers, each carrier loses 20 minutes a day in
idle talk. Suppose the average salary of
each to be $2.50 for ten hours work, what is
the cost to the Government of the lost time
each day, and what will it amount to in a
year of 313 working days?

Local Delivery

Question 1: Name the principal railroads
(not exceeding five) which pass through or
terminate in this city, and give the location
(the street or streets on which situated) of
the principal depot or ticket office of each.

Question 2: Name four streets which pass
nearest to the building in which this exami-
nation is held, and mention one public build-
ing or prominent business house on each.

Question 3: Name the principal hotels in
this city (not exceeding five) and the loca-
tion (street or streets on which situated) 
of each.

Carrier Exam, late 1800s

Sample Questions from the Qualifying Examination for Letter Carriers

Frustrated with the discrepancy in
treatment and newly blessed with the
protections the Pendleton Act had
provided them, Washington letter car-
riers petitioned the Department for
the same leave privileges as other fed-
eral workers in the city.

Petitioning the Department was
unprecedented in the history of

the service, and it did not react
favorably to this aggressive

behavior. The Department’s
law officer issued a state-
ment declaring that no law
existed under which letter
carriers could be allowed
any vacation days what-
soever. The postmaster at

the New York Post Office was
soon ordered to cease giving

carriers annual leave.
The New York City letter 

carriers did not passively accept 
this Departmental dictate, but rather
decided to agitate for an annual vaca-
tion law. Together with letter carriers
from several other cities, they

approached Congressman Samuel
“Sunset” Cox, and in 1884, after a
monumental effort, Cox was able to
persuade Congress to pass legislation
giving all letter carriers—not just
those in New York City or Washington
—a 15-day vacation, with pay, every
year. A surprising victory, it gave letter
carriers first-hand experience in the
advantages of organized agitation.
Letter carriers throughout the nation
were vividly reminded that in unity
there is, indeed, strength.

A word about “Sunset” Cox. He 
was the one great exception to con-
gressional apathy, working long and
hard to improve the conditions of let-
ter carriers. A Democrat, a former
congressman from Ohio, and a two-
term congressman from New York, he
took up the cause of the letter carrier
within the halls of Congress. It was
Cox who was responsible for persuad-
ing Congress in 1879 to establish a
regular pay scale for letter carriers. Up
until this time, letter carrier pay was
set by each postmaster, and glaring

Samuel S. Cox



inequalities extended from city to city. The
1879 law created two grades of carriers in
the larger post offices, with salaries fixed at
$800 and $1,000 a year. In the smaller post
offices, where letter carriers’ jobs were still
subject to the spoils system, Congress limit-
ed carriers’ wages to $850 per year, regard-
less of years of service.

Carriers and 
the 8-Hour Day

The struggle for an eight-hour day is
a landmark in letter carrier history.
It was also an intense nationwide

movement, one involving an enormous
number of workers in addition to letter 
carriers.

The movement began soon after the
Civil War. The nation was industrializing,
the economy was expanding and labor was
beginning to realize its potential strength.
The Depression of 1873-79 interrupted the
campaign, but by the early 1880s, the
movement for an eight-hour day began 
to revive.

Letter carriers’ involvement began as
early as 1868 when Congress passed an
eight-hour law for federal “laborers, work-
men and mechanics.” The Post Office
Department, arguing that its employees did
not fit the description, refused to comply.
Frustrated in their attempts to force the
Department to reverse itself, angry letter
carriers in a number of large cities—New
York, Chicago, Omaha, Buffalo, Brooklyn—
turned for help in the 1880s to the Noble
Order of the Knights of Labor, the leading
labor organization of the time. Letter carri-
ers formed local Knights of Labor assem-
blies and many became leaders within the
organization.

By the mid-1880s, the Knights were at
the peak of their power. By 1886, more 
than 700,000 workers had joined this newly 
militant organization. The entire nation
was up in arms over the eight-hour day.
Workers were striking and protesting.
Employers were fighting back with a
vengeance, intent upon smashing both 
the Knights and the movement.

Like private employers, postal manage-
ment also vigorously opposed the move-

Carriers in a Common Cause 3 9
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ment. And when an eight-hour bill for 
letter carriers, drafted by the Knights of
Labor, was introduced in Congress in
1886, the Department harassed any and
all active supporters. Some carriers who

led the campaign were fired for
minor infractions of work rules.
Others were either transferred to
less desirable routes, assigned
routes far from their homes, given
extra duties or ordered to take vaca-
tions with no advance warning. 
In New York City, 150 letter carriers
were suspended when the post-
master discovered they were mem-
bers of the Knights. They were later
reinstated, but only after the
national office of the Knights of
Labor interceded on their behalf.

Confronted with the aggressive
opposition of the business commu-

nity, the movement for an eight-hour day
lost steam and finally dissipated. However,
amidst the ruins of this major defeat for
labor, one group of workers—the nation’s
letter carriers—used the influence of their
local associations to achieve success. With
the help of their congressional champion,

“Sunset” Cox, supported by the lobbying
of local letter carrier associations, particu-
larly those in New York and Philadelphia,
Congress overrode the Department’s
strong opposition and passed the Knights’
eight-hour bill for carriers in 1888.  This
victory was jubilantly celebrated on July 4
of that year by a massive parade of letter
carriers from Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Maryland, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania and Washington, DC
through the streets of New York City.

For letter carriers, who at that time
were working at least 10 to 12 hours a day,
seven days a week, the enactment of the
eight-hour bill was an impressive and long
overdue victory. But perhaps more impor-
tant than the passage of the law were the
forces released by the intense ferment of
the eight-hour day movement itself. Now
letter carriers began to see themselves—
and each other—differently. “Eight hours
of work per day” was the issue around
which many letter carriers organized
themselves into a body of workers—
workers fighting for a common goal.
Letter carriers were now ready to organize
a union.

Carriers in a Common Cause 3 10
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THE NALC IS BORN 

L 
etter carriers had tried to organize a national union at least 
three t i m e s i n  1870 in Washington, DC, in 1877 in NewYork 
City, and in 1880 again in NewYork City. Recognizing that 
these earlier attempts had failed in part due to the expense 

of regularly convening enough carriers to sustain a national organ- 
ization, in 1889 the Milwaukee Letter Carriers Association decided 
to time their call for another national meeting of carriers to coin- 
cide with the annual reunion of the Grand Army of the Republic- 
an organization of Union Army ve teransso  that letter carriers 
who were veterans could take advantage of reduced train fares. 

In issuing the invitation sent to every city delivery post office in the 
United States, the Milwaukee carriers advised delegates without regula- 
tion postal uniforms "to bring a letter of introduction from the postmaster 
or superintendent" and to to bring "credentials from superior officers." 
The Milwaukee carriers also set forth a partial agenda for the meeting: 

"1. The formation of a national organization. 
2. Petitioning Congress for an increase of carriers' salary. 
3. Organizing a U.S. Letter Carriers' Mutual Ins. Co. 
4. The pensioning of carriers after continued service of [number to 

be debated] years. 
5. Providing substitute carriers with a fixed salary during their period 

of probation." 
Ironically, the 60 carriers who answered Milwaukee's convention call- 

48 accredited delegates and at least 12 other participants--were not from the 
large cities such as Philadelphia and NewYork that had worked so hard for the 
passage of the eight-hour law, but primarily from small and middle-sized 
cities. So when August Dahlman of Milwaukee called the convention to order 
on Thursday, August 29,1889 in the meeting hall above Schaefer's Saloon at 
244 West Water St, delegates elected John J. Goodwin of Providence, Rhode 
Island, as temporary chairman, perhaps in an effort to balance regional concerns. 

CARRIERS IN A COMMON CAUSE 11 



Delegates moved quickly, unani-
mously adopting a resolution to form
a National Association of Letter
Carriers and then, on the next day,
elected William Wood of Detroit as
the first president and appointed 
an Executive Board to coordinate all
legislative efforts.

The Reaction

The Post Office Department
was shocked when it found
out the carriers had organ-

ized a union. Resistance followed the
shock almost immediately. For exam-
ple, in St. Louis, as in other cities, all
the leaders of the local branch were
summarily dismissed and the branch
temporarily disbanded. In some
communities, members of the union
were brutally forced to work eight
hours on and off over a 24-hour 
period. In other communities, union
supporters were given the least 
desirable routes.

The initial response of many car-
riers when they heard that a national
association had been organized was
also one of resistance, coupled with
suspicion. Generally speaking, carri-
ers from the big cities had not taken
part in the first, historic meeting in
Milwaukee and they were unsure of
how to respond to the so-called
“national association.” Initially, they
remained apart, and, in fact, sent a

legislative
committee 
to lobby
Congress dur-
ing the 1889-90 
legislative 
session—as
did the new
national 
association.
The two 
groups
imme-
diately
worked
against each other, clashing over
objectives. Congress, unsure of
which one to deal with, refused 
to listen to or act upon either 
committee’s concerns.

Letter carriers were angry and
upset over this legislative fiasco. The
May 1890 issue of The Postal Record,
a new publication devoted to the
interests of all postal employees,
contained an eloquent statement
from John J. Goodwin, a member of
the newly formed NALC Executive
Board. He expressed the general 
frustration:

Hasn’t the bitterness of complete fail-
ure sickened our friends of guerrilla
warfare?

The need for united action was
obvious. The question was: Were letter
carriers capable of setting aside their
differences and working together? 
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Ironically, on August 29, 1889,
the same day the NALC was
founded, Samuel “Sunset” Cox,
congressional champion for the
eight-hour day for letter carriers,
made his last public appear-
ance—fittingly before a group
of New York City carriers.
Eleven days later, Cox was
dead. Carriers all over the
country mourned his death
and began raising funds to
erect a statue in his honor.
On July 4, 1891, an eight-foot
bronze statue of “Sunset” Cox
was unveiled in lower
Manhattan. Over 2,000
letter carriers from the New
York City area, joined by
delegations of letter carriers
from cities as far away as San
Francisco and New Orleans,
attended the event. 



The two groups of carriers decided
to try. The New York Letter Carriers
Association organized a meeting of del-
egates from cities not connected with
the NALC. Representatives from the
NALC were also invited to attend. This
conference was held in New York City
on July 4, 1890—one month before the
first annual convention of the NALC
was to take place. During the meeting,
letter carriers succeeded in ironing out
their differences and merging their
organizations into one, resolving 
“That every delegate at the Conference
pledge himself to use his best efforts to
further the interests of the National
Association, and to induce their respec-
tive cities to promptly become branch
associations....” The catchphrase at the
time was, “We should be co-laborers in
a common cause.” And this was the
spirit with which carriers attended their
first convention in August 1890 in
Boston, Massachusetts, and elected
Goodwin president and John F. Victory
of New York secretary. The NALC was
now truly launched.

The union grew rapidly after resolv-
ing its organizational crisis: 58 branches
in August 1890, 231 branches by August

1891, and in August 1892, the NALC
boasted 333 branches.

The Battle Lines
are Drawn

Once organized, the NALC
immediately represented 
its members in a major 

confrontation with the Post Office
Department. This battle—over the 
still-controversial eight-hour day—
was to be a decisive one for the NALC.

The Post Office Department,
extremely unhappy with passage in
1888 of the eight-hour law for carriers,
openly ignored it for several months.
Then the Department adopted a policy
of deliberate evasion: It reinterpreted
eight hours a day to mean eight hours a
day for seven days a week—or 56 hours
a week. For example, letter carriers who
worked nine hours a day for six days
still owed the Department two hours of
work on Sunday. This deliberate 
misreading of the law was enforced
throughout the country. But the NALC
—with its feet barely on the ground—
responded swiftly and forcefully by
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1889-1901

The Second Annual
Convention of the
NALC was held in
Detroit, Michigan, 
August 5-7, 1891.
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suing the federal government.
The suit startled everyone, espe-

cially the Post Office Department.
Even more startling was the result:
The NALC won the case in 1893,
when the Supreme Court awarded
letter carriers a total of $3.5 million,
settling thousands of overtime claims
against the Department.

This first successful battle with the
Post Office Department helped con-
solidate the new labor organization.
Letter carriers formerly indifferent to
the NALC or afraid to join because of
management reprisals flocked to the
union in great numbers. Only four
years after the union’s founding
meeting in Milwaukee, its reputation
as a fearless and successful advocate
was permanently established.

The same year the NALC won its
suit, the Post Office Department initi-
ated a program which greatly aggra-
vated its relations with the NALC and
letter carriers. The “spotter system”
was supposedly designed to weed out
inefficient and dishonest letter carri-
ers to improve service. In reality, the
spotter system was initiated to cir-

cumvent the
newly estab-
lished civil 
service laws. It
also harassed or
forced from their
jobs a good num-
ber of carriers who
were active in the
NALC. In fact,
many letter carri-
ers at the time
believed the pur-
pose of the system
was to undermine
the NALC.

The spotter system operated like
this: hundreds of men, hired by the
Department as a reward for their
political loyalty to President Grover
Cleveland and the Democratic party,
were assigned to travel secretly from
city to city literally to spy on carriers
as they worked and to report all viola-
tions of work rules. If a charge against
a carrier was sustained, the postmaster
could fire the carrier and hire a new
letter carrier of the right political 
persuasion—that is, a Democrat.
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The spotters, none of them with
postal experience, did their jobs
exceedingly well. By the end of 1893,
approximately one-third of the
entire letter carrier force in Chicago,
Cleveland, and Philadelphia had
been brought up on charges.

The activities of these Department
spies were repugnant to say the
least, and the charges they brought
against carriers ranged from the triv-
ial to the malicious. For example, in
1895, 40 spotters brought charges
against 173 Chicago letter carriers.
Fifty of the carriers were charged
with stopping to answer questions
or to speak to their patrons as they
delivered the mail. Only two of the
charges were of a serious nature.

An example of the more malicious
and outrageous charges carriers
were forced to endure took place in
Akron, Ohio, in 1895. A spotter was
secretly watching a letter carrier on
his route when the carrier happened
to glance through a ground-floor
window of a patron’s home. Seeing a
woman and child lying on the floor,
he immediately entered the house,
found the two almost suffocated by a
gas leak, and carried them out to
safety. The spotter reported the
event to his superiors and recom-
mended the letter carrier’s dismissal
for “deviation from his route.” In the
end, the carrier was suspended for
15 days without pay for violating
postal work procedures.

Perhaps the most contemptible
aspect of the spotter system was the
manner in which letter carriers were
told of the charges. In almost every
case, carriers were not informed
until months after the alleged viola-
tion had occurred. Then, without
warning, a letter carrier would be
asked to explain his behavior to
postal officials. Naturally, few letter
carriers were able to remember and
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The NALC Symbol:
A Legacy that Lives

So said a branch
item submitted to
The Postal Record

from Indianapolis in
1891, referring to the new
NALC symbol and reflect-
ing the pride and enthu-
siasm letter carriers felt
for the infant union.

The decision to adopt
a union logo was made at
the first NALC convention
in August 1890, with the
delegates appointing a
committee to come up
with a suitable design.
The result—a hand bear-
ing a letter addressed
“U.S.A.” within a circle
enscribed “National
Association of Letter
Carriers”—was adopted in
January 1891. Produced
as a gold badge hanging
from a sheaf pin, the sym-
bol soon became popular
with carriers throughout
the country.

The reason for pro-
ducing a badge with a
distinctive symbol was to
help letter carriers—as
union members and as
skilled workers—identify
one another. As reported 
in the 1890 Postal Record,

“these badges or
emblems will be quite
universal,
and will 
protect
Carriers and
Postmasters of
smaller
offices from
being
imposed upon
by anyone
claiming themselves as
P.O. men in good stand-
ing when they are not.”

To ensure the sanctity
of the badge, they could
only be ordered by a
branch secretary—at
$1.20 apiece in solid gold
and 55 cents in gold plate. 

NALC’s decision to
adopt a logo paralleled a
trend developing
throughout the young
trade-union movement
to identify goods pro-
duced by skilled union
craftsmen. Among the
oldest in the American
labor movement, NALC’s
symbol continues to
stand for letter carriers’
pride in their union, their
craft and their service to
the public.

“The badges of the National Association have been
received and the boys are highly delighted with them,
and we are constantly being complimented on their

beauty by the public.”



therefore could not adequately
defend themselves.

This continual harassment gravely
affected morale, and the NALC repeat-
edly protested to Department officials.
The union submitted a formal protest
on October 28, 1895, but the
Department would not listen. Letter
carriers were angry and frustrated, and
no resolution was in sight. Finally, the
press took up the carriers’ cause. For
example, the Superior, Wisconsin
Telegram editorialized in 1895:

There may be some things which the
present administration has done
which the general public ... will com-
mend, but the setting of a gang of spot-
ters to dog the steps of Uncle Sam’s 
carriers is not one of them.... It is a
shame and a rank injustice to place
the reputations of thousands of honest,
hard-working men at the mercy of a
horde of irresponsible fellows whose
chief anxiety is to earn their salaries....

In March 1896, the spotter system
was disbanded. Strong pressure from
responsible newspapers had forced

Congress to deny the Post Office
Department further funds for the
employment of these spies.

The Early
Objectives

of the NALC

It should be a source of pride to
today’s letter carriers that from
the NALC’s very inception, the

union displayed deep concern for the
plight of all carriers—those in small
cities as well as those in big, the old 
as well as the young, substitutes as
well as regulars.

When the letter carriers met in
Milwaukee and Boston in 1889 and
1890, three issues were of paramount
importance: a uniform wage struc-
ture, a minimum wage for substitutes,
and a guaranteed pension for carriers.
After these meetings, the NALC, as the
representative of over 5,000 letter car-
riers, began its long, hard struggle to

Hundreds of
spotters were
assigned to
travel secretly
from city to city
literally to spy
on carriers as
they worked.
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improve the working conditions of
Uncle Sam’s “gray coated carriers.”

Priority number one was equaliza-
tion of wages. The NALC believed all
letter carriers should receive an
annual wage of $1,200, regardless of
the size of the city in which they
worked. An editorial in The Postal
Record in 1889 described letter carri-
ers’ strong feelings on this issue:

We have asked again and again what
reason can be given for the distinction
made between carriers in cities having
a population of 75,000 and of those
with less population. Do they work
more hours? Manifestly not. Do they
have any heavier bonds? Oh, no! Do
they deliver more pieces per carrier? As
an aggregate, yes; in individual cases,
frequently not. Do they walk farther?
No, the shoe is on the other foot!

Do they get any more pay? Yes, sir!
They get one thousand dollars a year,
while the carriers of the lesser cities
who do the same work must be con-
tent with eight hundred and fifty 

dollars. Why is this so? We give up.
Why should it be so? It shouldn’t.
It is an outrage.

But Congress would not
budge on the issue.

By the early 1900s,
with no significant wage
increase since 1887, the
NALC also began to
lobby for an increase in
wages generally. Carriers were
beginning to lag seriously behind
other workers in the labor market.
While bricklayers were earning an
average of $4.00 a day in 1900, and
carpenters, $2.80, letter carriers
were earning an average of $2.21.
Even the American Federation 
of Labor, a loosely knit alliance of
skilled craft unions originally organ-
ized in 1881, endorsed a salary
increase for letter carriers at its 
23rd annual convention in 1902, 
but to no avail.

The NALC’s second priority was
alleviating the intolerable conditions

1889-1901
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of substitute carriers. For a wage of 
$1 per year, subs were required to
report to the post office at least once
every morning—and often again at
noon—to see if they were needed that
day. If they worked, they received a
daily wage; otherwise, they received no
remuneration whatsoever. 

Furthermore, it was impossible for a
substitute to keep another job to sup-
port himself or his family, because if
the post office needed him, the sub had
to deliver the mail or be fired. In other
words, substitute carriers were expect-
ed to eke out a bare existence until an
opening in the civil service list
occurred in three to five years, if not
longer, before they could then be
appointed regular carriers.

The adversity under which substi-
tutes labored was graphically portrayed
by an early 1900s substitute carrier
who, with barbed humor, satirically
described “a very economical dish for 
6 o’clock dinner”—fit not for a king, but
for a substitute: 

Make a raise of a 10-cent soup bone, the
nearer the hoof the more bone for the
money; then for each member of the
family take three nice, fresh, large snow-
balls...and put the whole mess into a
kettle over a slow fire. When it comes to a
boil, allow the mixture to simmer gently
for two hours. Pepper and salt to taste.
Serve. Should the family be increased by
an additional member or two, add more
snowballs of the same brand, take no
substitute. But under no circumstances
increase the quality of the bone, as there
is a danger of gout, if made too rich.
After a meal of this sort a man is forti-
fied for at least two days to pack about
fifty pounds of mail up any number of
flights of stairs or up any old hill and to
repel the attack of vicious dogs.

The NALC pleaded tirelessly with
Congress to alleviate the distress of
substitute carriers. As an article in a
1901 Postal Record stated, “all the glit-
tering promises of future compensation
will not feed or clothe a man.” But,
again, the pleas fell on deaf ears.
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NALC’s State Associa-
tions date back to at
least as early as 1892,

when letter carrier represen-
tatives from 17 smaller
Massachusetts cities met to dis-
cuss the equalization of wages. 

Originally established in
response to a feeling that the
National Association was not
sensitive to this particular need,
the meeting’s 41 delegates
formed the Massachusetts
Association of Letter Carriers of
Second-Class Offices. Although

organized as a challenge to the
national union, the value of
state associations was soon rec-
ognized as a positive force. By
July 1903, The Postal Record was
able to report many large and
enthusiastic meetings held by
NALC State Associations. The
Record extolled the benefits of
state meetings of letter carriers,
citing the promotion of mutual
support, the sharing of opinion
among various branches, and
the opportunities for members
to meet their Congressmen. 

Today, state associations
play key roles in NALC’s legisla-
tive and educational activities—
marshaling members to contact
their elected representatives on
behalf of NALC-supported 
legislation and vote for union-
endorsed political candidates,
helping raise funds for the
Committee on Letter Carrier
Political Education, the union’s
political fund, and conducting
training sessions on members’
workplace and legislative 
concerns.

State Associations
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NALC Presidents

Theodore C. Dennis
1891-1892

Frank E. Smith
1892-1893

John J. Goodwin
1890-1891

William H. Wood
1889-1890

John N. Parsons
1896-1900

James C. Keller
1901-1905

Richard F. Quinn
1895

C. C. Couden
1894

Edward J. Gainor
1914-1941

William C. Doherty
1941-1962

William E. Kelly
1907-1914

Jeremiah D. Holland
1905-1907

J. Joseph Vacca
1977-1978

Vincent R. Sombrotto
1979-2002

William H. Young
2002-

James H. Rademacher
1968-1977

Jerome J. Keating
1962-1968
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